Nick

Nick has been electrocuted.

WHOA! THAT WAS SOME RIDE WHERE ARE WE?

Sorry I Just Measured Our Momentum Precisely so We Could Be Nonlinear.

Oh Great.

Nick's Brain?

Tell Him the Truth I Know Where We Are.

I Think I See a Bunch of Equations Over Here.

INFO SESSION: Monday, November 4th

Interviews: Tuesday, November 5th

Contact Placement Office for details.

From HDTV to medical imaging, Philips Laboratories is literally changing the way people see their world. We can change the way you view your career, too. Right from the start, you could be working alongside 290 R&D professionals in an stimulating, technically advanced environment - contributing to some highly visible developments.

As the research division of North American Philips Corporation, a Fortune 100 company with $6 billion in annual sales, we're part of a major multinational organization - the parent company of Magnavox, Norelco, Sylvania, and Polygram. Already known for high-quality consumer electronics, electronic components, and scientific instrumentation, we're developing and refining new product-related technologies in these and other areas:

- High-Definition Television
- Digitally Compressed Video
- VLSI Systems
- Digital Video Communications
- Display Systems
- Materials Physics
- Software Engineering
- and Support
- Medical Imaging
- Lighting Electronics

An integral part of Philips' international network of research laboratories, our Briarcliff Manor facility interacts with our European research facilities - in London, Paris, Aachen, Hamburg, Brussels, and Eindhoven, The Netherlands - to bring the newest technologies into homes, offices, classrooms, and scientific and medical installations around the world.

We can offer highly competitive salaries, excellent benefits, and the kind of世界级 opportunity you can only expect from a worldwide leader. Our state-of-the-art facilities are located one hour north of New York City, on a stunning 100-acre campus overlooking the Hudson River in scenic Westchester County.

If you are an engineering or science graduate (B.S., M.S., or Ph.D.) with excellent academic credentials, this is one campus event that could put your career in sharper focus. If unable to attend, please send your resume in confidence to: Human Resources, College Recruitment, PHILIPS LABORATORIES, 345 Scarborough Road, Briarcliff Manor, New York 10510. We are an Equal Opportunity Employer, M/F/Minorities, and women are encouraged to respond.

PHILIPS

For the price of a fishing rod, we can lure a dropout back to school.

United Way

Beth Israel Hospital
Asthma Research Center
Do You Have ASTHMA?

We are paying people with asthma to participate in research studies on new preventive treatments of asthma.

735-2676

STA TRAVEL

We've been there.

ROUNDTRIP

NEW YORK $415
MIAMI $129
LAX/SAN FRAN $303
SEATTLE $332
DENVER $260
LONDON $345
AMSTERDAM $458
MOSCOW $468
ATHENS $418
TEL AVIV $153
TOKYO $778

AND EVERYWHERE ELSE

120 OFFICES WORLDWIDE

617-576-4623

1200 MASS AVE #5
CAMBRIDGE MA 02138

STA TRAVEL